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Abstract
This paper describes the first attempt to model regional accent
pronunciation of Italian for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
algorithms, useful for implementing speech systems which can
sound more natural to Italian end users. In particular, it reports
on the variety spoken in Bari, in Southern Italy. The system
has been designed in such a modular way to allow possible
future extentions to other different varieties.

1. Introduction
In the last years, research studies of language variation have
received a growing interest not only in the theoretical but also
in the technological application domain. The attempt to
improve the naturalness of speech, both in automatic
synthesis and recognition systems, has been leading
researchers to consider the possibility of modelling aspects of
spoken language variation both at the segmental and
suprasegmental levels. Implementing speech (and
multimodal) systems able to include language varieties
pronunciation models would certainly result in an important
step forward in achieving more natural user-centred human-
machine interaction systems. This would be particularly
crucial in systems implementation for Italian, since it is
nowadays widely acknowledged that, for historical reasons,
for this language the notion of standard as the “linguistic form
that is conventionally regarded as corrected and acceptable by
educated native speakers” [1] has been asserted only in the
written form, whereas as spoken language it has been used by
a restricted number of people, i.e. actors and professional
speakers [2]. Instead, it can be stated that “the term ‘regional
Italian’ refers to Italian as it is actually spoken in everyday
use” [1] both in formal and informal situations - even radio
and television speakers nowadays speak with their own
accent. Therefore, developing speech systems reflecting the
Italian regional accents would really give the users the
impression of interacting with a natural, not extraneous
system.
Whereas studies on Italian language variation have been
growing in the last years (see, for example, works on Bari
Italian intonation like [3], [4]), such results have not been
exploited in the speech technology application field yet. For
example, present Italian text-to-speech (and “talking heads”)
systems are based on segmental and suprasegmental
pronunciation models derived from standard Italian (by
analysing professional speakers’ read speech productions) [5],
[6], [7], making the systems sounding less natural as expected
to Italian end-users.

In text-to-speech rule-based systems, a first step towards the
synthetic realisation of pronunciation variations (and
therefore towards more natural-sounding systems) can be
realised at the very grapheme-to-phoneme conversion level.
This paper deals with this specific problem, and describes the
rules implemented in a grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
algorithm for producing the broad phonetic segmental
pronunciation of two varieties of Italian, one corresponding to
the standard and another one relating to the variety spoken in
Bari, the capital of Apulia, in Southern Italy.

2. Overall Structure of the Conversion Process
It is widely acknowledged that one of the main aspects
differentiating standard Italian from regional variations, at the
segmental level, is the distribution of closed vs open mid
vowels (i.e. /e/ vs /E/ and /o/ vs /O/, graphemically coded with
the symbols ‘e’ and ‘o’ respectively) in stressed vs unstressed
position (for example [8]). Other cues Italian people use for
deriving regional origin of their interlocutors are, for example,
the realisation of some fricatives and affricates as voiced or
voiceless (typically, /s/ vs /z/ for the grapheme ‘s’), or the
degemination of geminated consonant sounds (as typical in
Venetian accent). Such differences can be captured in a broad
phonetic description framework for deriving specific
grapheme-to-phoneme conversions of the same source text.
Accordingly, we developed a conversion system which is
modular in its structure, where the first module is a basic one
as it performs the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion of
standard Italian variety, whereas other modules modify such
original phonemic output in order to obtain the broad phonetic
representation of a given Italian variety. In the case of Bari
Italian conversion, which this paper is focussed on, a
syllabification module has been added, as in this variety we
observed that the distribution of closed vs open mid vowels as
open or closed depends not only on whether the syllable is
stressed or unstressed, but also on stressed syllable position in
the word and on syllable structure (see also [8]).

3. Standard Italian Grapheme-to-Phoneme
Conversion Algorithm

The standard Italian pronunciation model we referred to in
implementing the basic module of our system is that proposed
by Canepari (pronuncia moderna, modern pronunciation [9]).
Our algorithm performs the grapheme-to-phoneme conversion
according to the following main steps:

1) pre-processing of the graphemic input string
2) lexical stress assignment (on the graphemic string)
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3) grapheme-to-phoneme conversion.
Exceptions to both lexical stress assignment and grapheme-to-
phoneme conversion rules are dealt with

1) specific exceptions tables for lexical stress
assignment and for grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion rules;

2) checking the presence in the graphemic string of
particular sub-strings and consequent application of
a specific subset of conversion rules

3.1. Lexical stress assignment

The default lexical stress assignment rule follows the well
known assertion that the great majority of Italian words are
paroxitone, i.e the stress is on the penultimate syllable. At this
stage, lexical stress is assigned on the graphemic string, for
example

casa   c’asa (house)

Before applying the default rule, the algorithm checks:
1) whether the input string is present in the stress

assignment exceptions table
2) whether the input string ends with a graphemic

stressed vowel (in oxytones stress is graphemically
coded, for example ‘perchè’ ‘why’,  ‘mangerò’ ‘I
will eat’); if this is the case, lexical stress is directly
assigned to that vowel

3) whether the input string is characterised by a
particular sub-string (see rules A and B below); if
this is the case, the specific stress assignment rule
associated to the sub-string is applied for that input
string.

Rules in 3) are based on the determination of some pseudo-
morphemic graphemic clusters.

Rule A below is necessary for the correct stress assignment for
proparoxyton words:

Rule A: “if the graphemic input string ends with one of the
selected clusters, assign the lexical stress to the last (from the
right to the left) vowel of the graphemic cluster”, for example:
evole#    ‘evole
evoli#      ‘evoli
etc…
where the symbol # indicates the right boundary of the input
string, and the symbol ‘ the lexical stress.
As the algorithm assigns the lexical stress on the graphemic
input string, it is necessary to deal with all those cases where
graphemic vowels do not correspond to phonemic ones (for
example, when graphemic vowels are phonemically realised as
glides /j/, /w/, like in ‘uomo’ /w’Omo/, ‘iato’ /j’ato/, or when
they graphemically indicate the palatisation of a preceding
consonant, like in ‘mangio’ /m’andZo/). In such cases, the
stress might be uncorrectly assigned (for example, ‘mangio’ 
mang’io, resulting in the wrong phonemic conversion
/mandZ’io/).
For those cases the following rule is applied:
Rule B: “if the graphemic input string ends with one of the
following vowel graphemic clusters:
io# - ia# - ie# - ua# - ue# - uo# - ui# - eo# - ei# - ea# -ee#
assign the lexical stress on the immediately preceding vowel,

if it exists, otherwise apply the default stress assignment
rule”1.
Pair of words graphemically linked together by and apostrophe
(‘quell’uomo’ ‘that man’, ‘l’arancia’ ‘the orange’) are dealt
with in the pre-processing step and transformed in one single
word to which a lexical stress is assigned (quellu’omo,
lar’ancia). Monosyllable are not assigned a lexical stress
altogether, as it is considered as redundant information.

3.2. Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules

The adopted formalism in developing the grapheme-to-
phoneme conversion rules recalls the typical generative
phonology one [10] exemplified in the following scheme:

A   B / X__Y
where
A = focus, in our case the grapheme to be converted;
B = structural change, in our case the phoneme into which the
focus grapheme has to be converted;
X, Y = the left and the right graphemic contexts respectively,
which may influence the conversion.
It can be noted that our rules are simpler in comparison to
those developed for formal description goals [11]. As a matter
of fact, our simple formalism maximally exploits the more
reliable correspondance between graphemic and phonemic
representations of Italian words with respect to other
languages [12]. In our rules, the graphemic context may vary
from zero to four graphemic elements, for example:
a) direct grapheme-to-phoneme correspondance, i.e.:

d  d
b) explicitation of the left graphemic context, i.e.:

z  ts / l__
c) explicitation of the right graphemic context, i.e.:

g   g / __ {h, a, o, u}
g   dZ / __ {i, e}

d) explicitation of both left and right graphemic contexts,
i.e.:
z  tts / V__iV (where V= any graphemic vowel)

Note that rules like the second one described in c) have a
number of exceptions, i.e. cases where the graphemic vowel
‘i’ has simply the role of graphemically signalling the
palatalisation of the preceding consonant (see section 3.1
above) and therefore does not have to be converted into the
corresponding phonemic vowel /i/. For example, in words like
‘gioco’ ‘game’, the application of the second rule described in
c) will produce: gioco   /dZ’iOko/  instead of  the correct

  /dZ’Oko/.
Such ambiguities are dealt with by converting specific
graphemic clusters - instead of single graphemes -  into the
relating phonemic ones, where the dimension of the
graphemic cluster is dynamically defined. Such determination
is realised by looking at a table structure whose characteristics
are shown in the following excerpt, which is related to the
above mentioned example (left column = graphemic cluster -
right column = phonemic conversion):
gio-dZo-..-
giu-dZu-..-
gi'a-dZ'a-...-
gi'e-dZ'E-...-
gi'o-dZ'O-...-

1 Therefore lexical stress assignment to words like “mio” is
correctly performed (m’io).



gi'u-dZ'u-...-
g'i-dZ'i-..-
The presence of the stressed graphemic cluster ‘g’io’
guarantees the correct output (i.e. /dZ’O/ and not /dZ’iO/).
Differently from our previous implementation which interprets
the rules by means of a more complex algorithm [13], the
system developed here is based on a simple string matching
process. This process uses an analysis window initially set to a
maximum length of  seven characters, then the window is
progressively reduced by one character at time. When a sub-
string is found which is contained in the table structure, the
corresponding phonemic sequence is concatenated to the
phonemic group under conversion. In the excerpt above, dots
indicate the incremental value used by the algorithm for
window moving within the graphemic string under
examination. Such implementation has the not negligible
advantage of allowing the modification of the rules in a simple
and direct way, also by users without programming skills.

3.2.1. Phonemic conversion of  ‘o’, ’e’, ‘s’ and ‘z’

In standard Italian it is difficult to find a universally
applicable rule for determining the correct pronunciation of
the mid vowels represented by the graphemes ‘o’ and ‘e’ as
closed or open (i.e. as /o/ vs /O/, and /e/ vs /E/ respectively) in
stressed syllable. In fact, even though it is generally stated
that when such vowels are in stressed position they are
realised as open vowels, in standard Italian there are a quite
large number of exceptions [9]. The same happens for the
dental fricative represented by the grapheme ‘s’ and the dental
affricate graphemically coded by ‘z’ to be realised as voiced
or voiceless in some contexts.
The strategy adopted for dealing with such problems is the
following::
a) for the two mid vowels (graphemes ‘o’ and ‘e’), a default
rule assigns the pronunciation as open when they are in
stressed position. Exceptions to such default rule are treated
in two ways:
1) as exceptions in the phonemic exceptions dictionary
2) by applying some morphemic/pseudo-morphemic rules on
the default converted phonemic string. Such rules have the
format shown in the following example::

‘Erono#       ‘erono (as in /pot’erono/)
‘Ore#          ‘ore (as in /kal’ore/)

i.e. “when the phonemic sequence ends with the string <left
column> converts such string into the sequence <right
column>”.

b) for the grapheme ‘s’, the following default rules have been
implemented:
s    z / V__V
s    z / {b, d, g, m, n, g, r, v}__
whereas all exceptions (concerning mainly the first of the two
rules above)  are dealt with in the phonemic exceptions
dictionary.

c) for the dental affricate as voiced vs voiceless,
graphemically coded with ‘z’, some rules have been
implemented, for example:
z   ts / l__
z   ts / {a, e}n __V

z   dz / on__V
z   ddz / V__V
wheres all exceptions are treated in the phonemic exceptions
dictionary.

4. Conversion Algorithm for Bari Italian
In implementing the Bari Italian conversion module, as a first
step we dealt with the segmental characteristics of Bari Italian
pronunciation which are considered as basic for identifying
this variety, i.e. the distribution of mid vowels as open or
closed, and the phonemic conversion of ‘s’ and ‘z’ (see also
[8]). As previously described, the grapheme-to-phoneme
conversion of Bari Italian implies the implementation of an
additional module for automatic syllabification, as we
observed (basing also on our intuitions as native speakers of
this variety) that considering syllable composition, number of
syllables and stressed syllable position in the word is
necessary for correct pronunciation modelling of mid vowels
as open or closed.

4.1. Automatic syllabification

The main rule is the following: “in each syllable only one
vowel is present”. Therefore each vowel identifies a syllable.
The remaining rules deal with the determination of the
syllable composition:

1) Double phonemic consonants (geminated) are separated
and each of them is associated with the related adjacent
syllable. Therefore the left syllable is closed, for example:
/p’alla/       /p’al  -  la/ (ball)
/br’attSo/   /br’atS  -  tSo/ (arm)

2) In case of word initial consonants clusters, they form the
onset of the first syllable in the word.
All other rules deal with consonants clusters within the word.
The default rule for such cases is the following:

3) In case of clusters of two or more consonants (excluding
geminated consonants, of course) following a vowel, the first
consonant is associated to the preceding vowel (i.e., the
preceding syllable is open), and the remaining consonants are
associated to the following vowel, for example:
/b’arka/     /b’ar  - ka/ (boat)
/k’Osta/     /k’Os  -  ta/2 (coast)
/imprendit’ore/    /im – pren -  di - t’o – re/  (entrepreneur)
/inskr’ivere/       /in – skr’i  - ve  -  re/             (to inscribe)
Exceptions to this rule have been determined and are treated
as follows: if the cluster is of type
/{b,k, p, v, z}l/
/{b, d, f, g, k, p, t, v, z}r/
it should not be divided, but it belongs to the following
vowel. For example:
/k’apra/    /k’a  -  pra/ (goat)
Exceptions for three and four consonants clusters are very few
and mainly refer to compound words, where typically the first

2 There is a long debate around the phonological (/k’Os-ta) or
phonetic (k’O-sta/) syllabification concerning non initial /s/
(see for example [13] for a discussion). In our case, the first
one proved to be functional to the correct pronunciation
modelling of Bari Italian mid vowels (see section 4.2)



element is a non-breakable morpheme (like in /pOstb’Elliko/,
‘post-war’, where the correct syllabification is /pOst-b’El-li-
ko/ and not /pOs-tb’El-li’ko/). Such cases are similarly treated
in an appropriate exceptions list.

4.2. Bari Italian pronunciation

The first set of rules dealt with the Bari Italian broad phonetic
realisations of mid vowels as open vs closed in stressed
position:

Rule 1: in monosyllabic words, and in polysyllabic words
with lexical stress on the last syllable, independently on the
syllabic composition of the word:
e      /E/
o   /O/

Rule 2: in polysyllabic words with lexical stress on the
penultimate syllable:
2a) if the syllable is open:
e      /e/
o   /o/
2b) if the syllable is closed:
e      /E/
o   /O/

Rule 3: in polysyllabic words with lexical stress on the
antepenultimate, and earlier positioned syllable,
independently from syllable structure:
e      /E/
o   /O/

Rule 4: in unstressed position, independently from syllable
composition and number of syllable composing the word:
e      /E/
o   /O/
Actually, in Bari Italian it has been observed (see also [8])
that mid vowels in unstressed position are tendentially
pronounced with an intermediate quality between the close
and the open realisations. However, in our implementation we
retained the broader description level of the pronunciation,
using the phonemic symbols /E/ and /O/. In this way we can
mark the difference with respect to the standard variety
(where they are always converted as closed /o/ and /e/). On
the other hand, the information that the actual realisation is
intermediate in quality is still preserved by the fact that they
are unstressed.
The second set of rules refers to the ‘s’ and ‘z’ phonemic
conversion. Unlike standard Italian which presents a large
number of exceptions, in the Bari variety the realisation of the
dental fricative as voiceless in intervocalic position is a
default rule:  s  s / V__V
The same holds true for the phonemic conversion of ‘z’ in
word initial position as voiced vs voiceless affricate: while in
standard Italian such convertion is very irregular and needs to
be dealt with by specific rules and/or as exceptions in the
phonemic exceptions dictionary, in Bari Italian it has been
observed a tendency towards regular realization as voiced
affricate (see also Canepari):  z   dz / #__

5. Discussion and Future Work
The algorithm has been tested against the AVIP (Archivio di
Varietà di Italiano Parlato, Spoken Italian Varieties Archive)

corpus, which includes a number of Map Task dialogue
exchanges between pairs of Bari, Pisa and Naples speakers
respectively [13]. We compared the results obtained by our
conversion algorithm with the broad phonetic labelling tier
relating to Bari Italian speech productions in AVIP. The cases
of mismatch amount to about 4% and are due to the
occurrence of the typical Southern and Central Italian sandhi
phenomenon of syntactic doubling (raddoppiamento
sintattico) [15]. Syntactic doubling is reported on the broad
phonetic tier in AVIP but has not been modelled in our
algorithm yet. As a matter of fact, the current version of our
system considers only the conversion of isolated words.
Future work will focus both on the implementation of new
rules for grapheme-to-phoneme conversion of continuous
speech for Bari Italian, and on the development of similar
conversion modules for other varieties of Italian, starting from
Pisa and Naples, for which the AVIP labelled database is
available for analysis and testing.
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